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Pipeline Landfall: Strategy Development
Accomodating Natural Gas Production in the

Baltimore Canyon Trough

by N.P. Psuty1, R.J. Golden, Jr.1, K. Gallagher1
B. Koff2, and E. Linky2

Abstract

Offshore production of natural gas from the frontier
area off the East Coast of the United States will likely
be transported to the mainland by pipeline. In New Jersey,
the State Department of Energy is attempting to formulate
policy guidelines with respect to the siting of OCS-related
energy facilities, which includes pipelines. To assist in
this formulation of policy, four routing scenarios were
developed to elicit both the impacts as well as the policy
issues associated with the construction of a large diameter,
natural gas pipeline. The impact and policy issue identi
fication process is based on detailed characterization
(biological, physical, socio-economic and legal) of the
systems to be traversed as well as the intensive identifica
tion of the various technologies that may be utilized in
each system.

By utilizing a scenario methodology, a number of
opportunities and constraints that apply to the siting of a
natural gas pipeline in New Jersey were identified. In
addition, conflicts (in need of resolution) in the actual
application of route selection were hignlighted.

Introduction

The oil and gas industry's search for hydrocarbon
resources in recent years has increasingly focused on the
"frontier" areas of the United States' Outer Continental
Shelf (OCS). If not properly planned for, proposed develop
ment of hydrocarbon resources in these OCS frontier areas
portends significant socio-economic, physical, institutional
and environmental impacts within adjacent coastal states.
If the coastal zone is, indeed, to play a major role in the
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Nation's energy future, finding acceptable sites for new
energy facilities will not be easy.

At present, the identification of land parcels both
sufficiently large and suitable for required energy
facilities poses difficulties. This identification process
will likely be compounded in the future, not only because
of a more limited supply of available coastal land, but
by the need to ensure that such development is compatible
with overall land-use needs and is acceptable in terms of
the environment and public health and safety.

Baltimore Canyon Trough

The Baltimore Canyon Trough is considered to be a
major sedimentary basin in terms of hydrocarbon potential
of the Mid-Atlantic's OCS. Within this trough area, oil
and gas industry bids on one hundred and thirty-two lease
tracts were accepted by the United States Department of
Interior's Bureau of Land Management (BLM)1. Drilling
efforts currently underway within these tracts underscores
the importance to state and municipal officials to study
and properly plan for the siting of energy facilities which
are required to support the industry's oil and gas explor
ation and development efforts. Such energy facilities may
have major effects on land use and growth patterns not
only locally, but for the region as a whole.

The magnitude of the impacts for any given region will
depend, in large part, on state and local governments'
capacity to plan for and accommodate such new growth. Thus,
it is advantageous for these government agencies to
formulate policy guidelines with respect to the siting of
OCS-related energy facilities within their jurisdiction.
In turn, the development of effective and reasonable policies
is dependent on an adequate physical, biological, and socio
economic data base.

Design of the Study Methodology

The methodology described in this paper was developed
to specifically address the impacts and policy issues which
could be expected with the siting of one type of OCS-
related energy facility in New Jersey, that is, a natural
gas pipeline. There were two major reasons for limiting
this study's focus to natural gas pipelines. They were:

Lease Sale Number 40, held in August 1976, awarded 93
tracts. Lease Sale Number 49, held in February 1979,
awarded 39 tracts.
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1) all OCS natural gas is transported to shore by pipeline
in tHe United States; and 2) the environmental impacts
of constructing a natural gas pipeline are basically the
same as constructing an oil or petroleum-related products
pipeline.

The intent of the study methodology design was to
provide information pertinent to the transportation of
natural gas that would: 1) be able to be updated on a
continuing basis when new information is acquired, 2) be
capable of being applied even before commercial quantities
of natural gas are discovered offshore, and 3) allow
proposals to be evaluated so they would be in compliance
with the state's coastal zone management (CZH) plan.

Development of Four Routing Scenarios

To enable a comprehensive assessment of all the impacts
and policy issues associated with the construction and
operation of a natural gas pipeline 36 inches in diameter
in a wide range of environmental-cultural systems and right-
of-way (ROW) types, four routing scenarios were developed
(See Figure 1). These routing scenarios were selected and
developed solely to evaluate New Jersey conditions. The
concept, however, of utilizing routing scenarios has broader
geographic applicability than New Jersey. It can be used
elsewhere to elicit: 1) policy issues in need of resolution,
2) expected impacts due to construction, and 3) the identi
fication of new areas for further study.

To develop these routing scenarios, three offshore
termini were chosen (Points A, Figure 1). The northern,
central and southern termini are contained within the lease
tracts and cover the eventuality that natural gas may be
discovered in each locale. On the other hand, only one
onshore terminus was selected. This site is in Princeton
Township, (Point B, Figure 1). The Princeton Township site
represents the nearest interstate natural gas pipeline of
sufficient size to accommodate the transport of 2.5
trillion cubic feet of gas with an ultimate potential of
about twice that volume. The site was also chosen because
it had adequate land available on which to construct a
compressor station and because it provides for a connection
to underground gas storage in Pennsylvania. This latter
point allows the operating company to take advantage of
peak-shaving opportunities. The most important reason,
however, for selecting point B is that it allowed this
study's criteria of developing four routing scenarios which
would traverse a maximum range of environmental-cultural
systems and right-of-way types to be met.
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Figure 1: Alternative pipeline routing scenarios
leading through environmental-cultural
systems.
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Selection of Landfall Sites

The three offshore termini are connected to the land
terminus by four pipeline routes. These routes, as mentioned
previously, were selected to provide four different landfall
situations covering a large range of environmental-cultural
characteristics (Table 1). Together, these four landfall
sites represent those environmental-cultural conditions
present along New Jersey's ocean shoreline.

Table 1

Considerations for Selected Landfall Sites

Asbury Park Island Beach Atlantic Sea Isle

State Park

Pristine

City

Urbanized

City

Urbanized Low-density
barrier barrier development

Headlands island island on barrier

island

Year-round Public land Numerous

population ROW'S to

mainland

Seasonal

popula
High Erosion tion

RR ROW

Joint Utilization of Rights-of--way

The onshore segments of the routing scenarios were
also developed to illustrate the joint utilization of
rights-of-way. The importance of evaluating the concept
of joint utilization is underscored by the policies specified
in New Jersey's CZM plan as well as Federal policies which
endorse the concept of corridor sharing (New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection, 1978; Oullette
and Rodda, 1978).

A number of rights-of-way cross identical environmental
systems. An illustration of ROW types within the
environmental areas encountered in the Sea Isle City route
(Table 2) points to those systems which will require a
new ROW and those where some choice may be exercised.
Further, when state-of-the-art technology is applied to ROW
types, the selection may be narrowed by environmental,
economic or social concerns.
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Table 2

Sea Isle City Route Scenario

Wooded lowlands
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Beaches X

Coastal wetlands X X

Bogs & FW wetlands x X

State forests X X

White cedar stands

Fed. military lands X

Agrielands X XXX

Impacts and Policy Issues Encountered

The intent of this paper, as stated earlier, was to
develop a methodology which would identify the impacts
and the policy issues associated with the construction
of a natural gas pipeline. The following six examples
will illustrate the magnitude of the impacts and the
variety of policy issues which will be encountered in
constructing a natural gas pipeline in New Jersey.

1. Utilization of existing ROW
2. Conflict in using expressways and freeways
3. Traversal of coastal wetlands

4. Conflict with interim rules and regulations
for the Pinelands

5. Traversal of public lands
6. Pipeline burial at landfall and nearshore waters

Psuty, et al.
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Example 1

Traversal of environmentally sensitive areas is best
accomplished by utilizing existing rights-of-way. Construc
tion-related impacts on flora and fauna will be substan
tially decreased due to the reduced clearing requirements
for pipeline construction and maintenance in an existing
ROW as opposed to the construction and maintenance of a pipe
line in a new ROW. These environmental benefits must be
balanced against the increased short term social and
economic impacts resulting from the impairment, for example,
of vehicular and mass transportation along such links.

Example 2

A policy issue which surfaced upon examination of the
feasibility of joint utilization of existing rights-of-way
involved the discouragement of the joint utilization of
freeways and parkways such as the Atlantic City Expressway
(See Figure 2). This roadway, which appears to be ideal for
pipeline construction due to its large width and wide
center median, has been recommended in the BLM's Final EIS
for lease sale number 40 for the Mid-Atlantic (United
States Department of the Interior, 1976), the New Jersey
Office of Coastal Zone Management's Bay and Ocean Shore
Segment Document (New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection, 1978), and by the Atlantic County Planning
Board (Atlantic County Planning Board, 1978) as one which a
pipeline ROW should follow. However, New Jersey Department
of Transportation (New Jersey Department of Transportation
1973) and Atlantic City Expressway Authority policies
prohibit such an accommodation. The use of this expressway,
for instance, for an oil pipeline which could connect to
the refinery complex in the Camden-Philadelphia area would
be in direct conflict with .these agency policies. The
Expressway provides a convenient route and potentially
less environmental degradation due to construction than
would the accommodation of a pipeline in any other existing
right-of-way in the area. Thus, the option of utilizing
the Atlantic City Expressway to accommodate a pipeline
should not be foreclosed, as is the case under existing
policy.

Example 3

Traversal of the state's environmentally valuable
coastal wetlands is highly probable. The methodology of
this study required that the impacts of different
construction technologies which could be employed in New
Jersey's wetlands' environment be examined. For example,
two construction techniques, the push ditch method or the
flotation method, can be utilized in New Jersey wetlands.
If the push ditch method were employed in an entirely new
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Figure 2: Traversal of the Pinelands by the
Atlantic City Expressway and the
four routing scenarios.
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ROW, 4 to 5 acres of land per linear mile of pipeline
would be directly altered. If the flotation method were
utilized, 36 to 42 acres per linear mile would be directly
altered. The push ditch nethod clearly minimizes environmental
disturbances to the system.

Example 4

The recently enacted State Pinelands Protection Act
(P.L. 1979, C.lll) has resulted in the establishment of
a Pinelands Commission to prepare and adopt a comprehensive
management plan for the Pinelands. The Pinelands, which has
a designated Preservation Area and a Protection Area
(Figure 2) overlaps the New Jersey Coastal Zone Management's
boundaries to a small extent. Within CZM's jurisdiction,
policies concerning linear facilities have been developed
and agreed upon by the Kew Jersey Department of Energy
and Department of Environmental Protection.

Within the Pinelands, interim rules and regulations
were designed for the review and approval of development
applications. However, these interim rules and regulations,
which were developed primarily to protect the water quality
and unique ecological characteristics within the region from
residential, commercial and industrial development, do not
specifically address the development of linear facilities.
If there is to be more than an ad hoc resolution of this
issue, the concept of a pipeline needs to be specifically
addressed in the Pinelands' final rules and regulations
so as to allow for a proper evaluation procedure for linear
facilities.

Example 5

Pipeline traversal of public lands, both Federal and
State, presents another interesting policy issue. Landfall
at Island Beach State Park is subject to the approval of
the State Department of Environmental Protection, which must
determine that the landfall will not disrupt the present
physical state of the park as per legislative mandate (N.J.
S.A. 13:6-1 et seq.). Traversal of other public lands, if
not expressly prohibited, can be accommodated, given the
approval of tne agency administering each particular land
parcel.

Example 6

Another policy issue concerns pipeline burial.
Perusal of the literature raises numerous unsettled issues
relative to the burial of a pipeline at landfall and in
nearshore waters. In coastal environments such as Mew
Jersey, which have experienced coastal retreat over the past
several decades, exposure of the pipeline during some part
of its productive lifetime may become a reality. Pipeline
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burial to a minimum of 3 feet at landfall is required by the
Code of Federal Regulations. Continued erosion of the coast
line over a 20 to 30 year period may necessitate burial of
the pipeline to 15 to 20 foot depths. The penalty of
deeper burial is more than cost considerations. It can
be the source of greater local environmental disruption and
greater disruption to the beach zone and nearby areas by
several orders of magnitude.

For instance, the landfall at Asbury Park experiences
an annual erosion rate of 4.3 feet. Kith a 20 to 30 year
lifetime the pipeline burial depth would be on the order of
12 to 16 feet. This depth indicates the 3 foot burial
depth required under existing regulations is insufficient.
The environmental impacts of burying a pipeline to 12 to
16 foot depths at Asbury Park with presently utilized
technology may become so great as to be unacceptable. New
construction technologies such as the directionally con
trolled, horizontal drilling method (which has never been
applied at landfall), need to be further developed and
considered in future pipeline construction projects.

Conclusions

The value of this inquiry on pipeline impacts is
directly related to the utilization of our results in
assisting the formulation of New Jersey policy and also in
the application of our data sets in approaching similar
problems eleswhere. Our data include an intensive identi
fication of the variety of technologies that may be employed,
and a detailed characterization of the system that would
be traversed. In each of the systems, we evaluated the
impacts of each of the technologies and how different
rights-of-way could be used to pass through the system.
The result of this application of data sets was to point
to preferred options for minimizing impacts. Further, the
utilization of routing scenarios highlighted conflicts
in the actual application of route selection and certainly
pointed to areas in need of policy resolution. Thus, public
issues have been identified and decision makers are confronted
with a simulated problem but one that has every potential
of becoming real as witnessed by yet another report by
Texaco during the week of October 21 of gas being recovered
from another of their exploratory wells in the Baltimore
Canyon Trough area.
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POWER PLANTS IN THE COASTAL ZONE?--
AN ANALYSIS OF UTILITY SITING PRACTICES

AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR COASTAL
ZONE MANAGEMENT

Dennis W. Ducsik*

Abstract

In this paper the problem of dovetailing coastal zone policies
with the process of power plant siting is addressed from an institu
tional standpoint, with emphasis on the central role of the private
electric companies. After a review of the requirements for energy
facility planning under the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (as
amended), utility site selection practices are described and evalu
ated. Findings are reported from a recent study by the author which
indicates that, among other things, preferential treatment seems to
be given to concerns for economy and reliability of service, especially
early in the siting process. Important coastal considerations may not
therefore be sufficiently taken into account by utility planners,
beyond whatever mitigation is possible through changes in plant design.
Questions are raised, moreover, as to whether state and federal licen
sing authorities are in a good enough position to ensure that the
tradeoffs made throughout the siting process are consistent with
public (as well as private) interests. In light of these problems,
coastal zone management agencies are advised to devote as much atten
tion to the question of how to strengthen the interface between
government and the utilities as is given (currently) to that of how
to define Interrelationships among agencies with jurisdiction over
coastal and energy matters.

Introduction

Among the most difficult of conflicts involving the use of coastal
resources are those associated with the siting of large-scale electric
generating stations at or near the water's edge. Such locations are
attractive to utility companies for a variety of engineering and econ
omic reasons (particularly access to cooling water), but they also
engender resistance from environmental groups concerned about poten
tially adverse impacts on aquatic ecosystems.1 Another important
issue involves the lost opportunity in devoting extensive shorefront
acreage to power plants, to the exclusion of other desirable water-
dependent uses. Under what conditions scarce coastal resources should
be allocated to electric facility development has thus become a key
policy question on the coastal zone management scene today.

It is reasonably well-established that future efforts to identify
suitable power plant sites should not rule out either coastal or
inland locations,nor a third alternative of utilizing land within the
coastal zone but set back from the shoreline itself. In a study of

* Dr. Ducsik is currently Assistant Professor in the Science, Technolog:
and Society Program, Clark University, Worcester, Massachusetts.
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electric facility siting on Wisconsin's coast, for example, Bishop and
Vogel2 found that comparative generalizations as to the desirability
of using (or avoiding) lakeshore sites are unwarranted because both
economic and environmental impacts turn out to be highly site-specific.
All that can be said on substantive grounds, in other words, is that
the question of coastal versus inland siting requires a systematic and
careful analysis which clarifies the tradeoffs among whatever alterna
tives are available. The key question thus becomes: to what extent do
we have the institutional capability to balance competing interests in
the process of reaching power plant siting decisions?

From the coastal zone standpoint, of course, the most prominent
feature on the institutional landscape is the Coastal Zone Management
Act of 1972 (as amended),3 which has made future power plant develop
ment a central issue of concern for federally-assisted state CZM
programs. The direct mandate along these lines came in the 1976
amendments to P.L. 92-583, which required participating states to
establish "a planning process for energy facilities likely to be
located in, or which may significantly affect, the coastal zone".1*
To emphasize the point Congress also singled out energy facilities as
an example of those for which planning must provide for adequate con
sideration of the national interest5; and, under the coastal energy
impact program, funds were made available to support studies related
to this planning effort.6 It seems, moreover, that the Congress will
continue to fucus attention on this element of coastal zone management,
since President Carter in his latest Message on the Environment has
recommended further amendments which stress the implementation of
"predictable siting processes" for major energy facilities (among
others).7

To those familiar with the institutional arrangements surrounding
electricity planning and regulation, the entry of coastal zone agencies
into this arena raises a number of fascinating issues. Foremost among
them involves the task of effectively integrating coastal management
policies with an existing bureaucratic machinery that is at best
complicated—the proverbial tangled web—and at worst borders on total
disarray. In many states regulatory responsibility is diffused over
more than a score of seperate entities, ranging from Public Utility
Commissions and Environmental Management Agencies to local Zoning and
Health and Safety Boards. Although the trend in recent years has been
to consolidate this authority in some form of "one-stop" siting
council, more than half of all the coastal states still rely upon the
traditional multiple-veto system.8 Further complicating the situation
is the fact that, in the last five years or so, about half of all the
states have enacted some form of state-wide energy planning legisla
tion. And not to be overlooked is the fact that, by virtue of the
National Environmental Policy Act, the Atomic Energy Act, and a variety
of other pollution control and resource management statutes enacted by
Congress, there are several federal agencies that have a 'piece of the
action' when it comes to the regulation of electric generating facil
ities (in the coastal zone or elsewhere).

In light of this multi-ministerial framework, it is hardly sur
prising that coastal protection as a single voice might encounter some
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difficulty in making itself heard above the general din that 1s known
as power plant licensing. Nor is it surprising, therefore, that much
of the discussion and debate concerning an energy planning component
within the CZM context has focused on questions of inter- and intra-
governmental linkage. One question of considerable current Interest,
for example, Is how the'federal consistency' clause will be applied
to agencies like the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or the Army Corps
of Engineers. Another concept that has engendered much attention is
that of 'networking', a means of implementing coastal policies via
formal administrative agreements among various units of state govern
ment. The federal Office of Coastal Zone Management 1s particularly
Interested in evaluating this concept as it applies to energy regu
latory agencies, having noted in its rules and regulations several
long-standing problems with the licensing process.9

One is tempted to examine further the challenging Issues surround
ing the problem of multi-agency coupling, but such is not the intent
of this paper. Without prejudice I leave it to others to analyze and
evaluate the Innovations that have surfaced recently, in part because
they are being actively investigated (see, e.g., the papers on network
ing elsewhere in this volume) and in part because there is another
major line of inquiry that is much overlooked by comparison. We tend
to lose sight of the fact that solving the problems of governmental
cooperation and coordination within the public sector is a necessary
but not sufficient condition for effective blending of coastal pro
tection and power plant development policies. Equally important is
the question: what will it take to achieve full integration of coastal
management policies with decision-making within the private sector,
in the form of the site selection activities of investor-owned
utilities?

This issue deserves attention for the simple reason that site
selection has never really been a governmental function at all.
Rather, original jurisdiction has been exercised by those in the
business of supplying electric power, as part of their entrepeneurial
prerogatives. Government is, involved in power plant siting, to be
sure; but, in marked contrast to other public-works projects like
water supply facilities and highways, the public sector role is limited
to case-by-case evaluation of proposals emanating from the electric
companies. Those who are concerned with the balancing of coastal
Interests vis-a-vis other societal (and corporate) objectives would
thus do well to consider how effectively private planning operates in
this regard, and whether the regulatory machinery now in place is
truly capable of guiding the process in an appropriate manner.

In the course of doing research a few years ago on the problem of
eroding public confidence in the electricity 'establishment', I had
occasion to examine in some detail how power plant siting operates
in practice.10 The purpose was to ascertain the means by which envi
ronmental issues in general are typically addressed in the course of
decision-making; however, insofar as the principal environment in many
cases of site selection is really the coastal environment, the results
of this work are quite relevant to the present discussions. Consequently,
they will serve as the basis for the remainder of this paper.
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Overview of Utility Siting Practices

Traditionally, the basic objective of power plant siting from the
utility viewpoint has been to identify sites that are potentially
licensable and capable of development in a cost-effective and timely
fashion. Prior to the mid-to-late 60's, utilities typically were able
to find acceptable sites by applying narrow economic and engineering
criteria, but this has changed in recent years with the complicating
presence of environmental and other social constraints. From the com
prehensive typologies that have appeared in the literature,11 it is
clear that an incredible diversity of requirements must be taken into
account in searching for a power plant location. Finding sites that
are desirable to the utility in terms of feasibility and cost as well
as acceptable to regulatory agencies (and the public at large) has
thus become a time consuming and exacting task.

Given the increasing complexity of the siting process, it is
hardly surprising that most utilities conduct an ongoing search for
suitable locations,which draws upon the expertise of specialists from
a wide range of disciplines. Published accounts of siting experience
Indicate that utilities employ highly sophisticated procedures in
their search activities,12 and several major consulting engineering
firms have geared up to assist the industry in this respect. Indeed,
the environmental movement has triggered the development of a wide
range of comprehensive siting methodologies, quantitative techniques,
and environmental assessment tools. There may be some doubt, admit
tedly, as to just how widespread this 'scientific' approach to siting
actually is, and to what extent it has influenced the way decisions
are reached in the real world. Still, there is considerable evidence
that utilities on the whole dp_ employ systematic processes in site
selection.

At the present time the best available source of information on
the state-of-the-art of utility site selection seems to be an Atomic
Industrial Forum report entitled Nuclear Power Plant Siting: A Gener
alized Process13. This was prepared by a major industry consultant
who analyzed the siting practices of 26 large electric companies,
whose combined generating capacity as of 1974 (the study date) exceeded
one-half the U. S. total. The principal result of this analysis is
shown in Figure 1, which depicts site evaluation and selection as a
hierarchical process of elimination that is divisible into relatively
distinct stages. In the first stage a broad region of interest is
narrowed down to a set of promising candidate areas, which are then
scanned for potential sites. These in turn are evaluated and reduced
to a smaller set of candidate sites, whose relative merits are care
fully assessed with an eye toward choosing a preferred site. Notice
also that many sites which drop out of contention in the latter phases
enter an inventory of pre-defined sites, which are retained for con
sideration in future searches. As the saying goes, 'the second best
site of today is often the preferred site of tomorrow'.
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Aside from the fact that siting proceeds logically from an initial
focus on broad areas to consideration of specific sites in progressive
ly decreasing numbers, the most salient feature of the process is that
it is based on comparative evaluation of a variety of parameters. Dol
lar cost, of course, Is a pervasive consideration throughout the pro
cess and serves as a sort of common denominator for evaluation. Beyond
this, the factors affecting siting can be organized into four basic
groups, each of which is worthy of some elaboration at this point.

(1) System Configuration Parameters: One way to look at a geographic
region is purely 1n terms of the demand and supply of electricity,
i.e. by considering potential facilities only 1n relation to the
existing network of plants and transmission lines and to the projected
distribution of load growth in the area. From this standpoint, it can
be seen how a number of system-related considerations have an important
bearing on the site selection process. To begin with, utilities have
certain territorial responsibilities associated with their franchise,
and often operate under a number of other legal and organizational
constraints where siting is concerned. Second, the results of gener
ation expansion analysis clearly have a major effect on site selection,
since the technical requirements of a suitable location are conditioned
by size, type, and number of units to be placed on it. Finally, it is
often desirable for technical and economic reasons to find sites in
proximity to major transmission corridors and which represent a good
generation-to-load match. Essentially, system configuration parameters
reflect the traditional utility objective of providing low cost, reli
able service to meet the needs of its service territory, irrespective
of any physical or social limitations that might otherwise apply.

(2) Engineering Design Parameters: A second way of looking at a
geographic region is as a resource base which must be utilized to
meet the technical requirements of constructing and operating a large
generating facility. The characteristics of this resource base can
have a great influence on the feasibility and cost of the project.
Some of the more significant factors Include the adequacy of water
supplies for cooling purposes; the degree of accessibility for trans
portation of heavy equipment and delivery of fuel; the suitability of
soil conditions and topography for large foundations or cooling ponds;
and the suitability of geologic/seismologic conditions (in the case of
nuclear plant siting and safety design). Also important in many cases
is the availability of construction materials and a skilled labor
force. All of these factors are normally dealt with in conjunction
with the general layout and characteristics of the planned facilities,
including things like transmission interconnections, substations, and
cooling system intake/outfall structures as well as the plant itself.
Specific design features such as these can put certain demands on a
site (e.g. in terms of acreage requirements) but can also be used as
'control knobs' to offset undesirable site characteristics, usually at
increased cost. All in all, the parameters that fall into this cate
gory reflect the fact that power plant siting is a large and complica
ted exercise in civil engineering.

(3) Environmental Protection Parameters: Realizing that a resource
base not only affects but is affected by the construction of major
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power facilities leads to a third perception of a geographic region,
i.e. in terms of its natural and social environment, whose often
delicate fabric is susceptible to insult. The landscape, for example,
may be dotted with areas dedicated to public use (e.g. parks), areas
with special geographic features or ecological sensitivities (e.g.
bluffs, marshlands, habitats), and areas of unique visual-cultural
value (e.g. scenic vistas, historic/archaeologic sites). Potential
conflicts with such uses affect site selection, as does the degree
of compatibility with activities in areas surrounding the site itself
(e.g. consequences of noise in a tranquil setting). In a similar
fashion, the hydrology, water quality, nature of aquatic communities,
and other water-related aspects of the physical locale are important
for their implications with respect to, for example, the design of
cooling water systems. Further, the meteorology, climatology, air
quality and other characteristics of the local airshed are Important
factors to consider In relation to the emission of airborne pollutants
from a power plant. Finally, in the case of nuclear facilities the
distribution and density of population within certain distances from
the plant is a key siting determinant for radiological public health
and safety reasons. Many of these factors are now the subject of
specific regulatory requirements as well as broad balancing criteria.

(4) Institutional/Political Parameters: A fourth and final way of
viewing a region of interest for power plant siting is in terms of the
existence and interplay of social forces among individuals and groups.
One factor that has had a growing influence on site selection is that
of public acceptance, to the point where the socio-economic status and
other demographic features (e.g. age, education) of a populace can
weigh heavily in locational decisions. Also important are the atti
tudes of state and federal regulatory officials who must evaluate
utility proposals, especially with respect to elements on which the
agency staff takes a position but are not controlled by definitive
standards. At the local level, a utility must often take Into account
the ease of getting zoning variances or exemptions as well as other
factors influencing the availability of land (such as the number of
owners and their propensity to sell, or the likelihood of having to
initiate eminent domain proceedings). Basically, this class of par
ameters reflects the fact that site selection affects the interests
of people and must frequently anticipate the responses that are given
to occur.

From this brief sketch of all the things that must be taken into
account in siting, it should be clear that the choices to be made are
not simple ones and that the task of evaluating large geographic areas
1n great detail is a potentially unmanageable one. Faced with the
reality that difficult siting decisions must be reached in the presence
of limited information and planning resources, utilities have reasoned
that if acceptable sites can be found through a progressively intense
process of elimination, there is no sense in analyzing potentially
less desirable areas or sites where much more extensive study would
be needed to demonstrate suitability. The underlying philosophy of
search, then, has been to apply broad and rather conservative criteria
to relatively few parameters in the early phases, saving the major
thrust of the evaluation effort for more comprehensive and thorough
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analysis 1n the later phases. If this strategy does not yield a
superior site, then less conservative criteria and a more detailed
investigation of options previously rejected will be warranted.

Another important generic feature of the siting process (as des
cribed 1n the AIF study) is that not all factors are given equal
weight at every stage. Indeed,although certain types of parameters
are influential throughout the process,there are some which are impor
tant only at one or two points. Moreover, both the choice of factors
and their priority apparently depend on the number of sites under con
sideration. When dealing with scores of potential sites the focus of
attention seems limited to a few critical issues related to physical
suitability for development. As the field begins to narrow, on the
other hand, the emphasis shifts rather dramatically to those parameters
which have a more direct bearing on the licensability of the remaining
sites.

Trends can also be identified with respect to the nature of anal
ysis in siting. As a general rule, the level of. study detail Increases
as the field of candidates narrows, with on-site investigations usually
necessary to supplement the Information available through standard pub
lished sources (which provide the bulk of the siting data base).
Correspondingly, the level of sophistication of evaluation normally
increases from one stage to another. When the focus is on candidate
areas, for example, factors tend to be assessed in absolute terms
using simple, single valued criteria in the context of a screening
approach. In the later stages, on the other hand, where the emphasis
is on specific locations, acceptability is more likely to be defined
in relative terms using scoring techniques to compare the merits of
candidate sites, on either an Informal or formal basis.

It is fairly obvious by now that the extent to which different
considerations influence the outcome of site selection depends both
on when and how those considerations are applied. Conversely, one
might say that the fate of any given set of interests, e.g. coastal
protection, is closely tied to how the siting process evolves 1n terms
of what options are considered, what Information is collected, what
tradeoffs are made, and so on. One pivotal point, for example, occurs
1n the determination of candidate areas in which potential sites will
eventually be identified. Clearly, if only coastal regions are brought
forward for such reconnaissance, the question of inland siting becomes
all but moot. Thus, protectors of the coastal zone have a very real
stake in the structure of the process leading up to the identification
of a preferred site. Realizing this, it is appropriate now to take a
closer look at how environment-related factors tend to be factored
into that process.

Site Selection in Environmental Perspective

There 1s little doubt that the objective of environmental protec
tion has received a great deal of industry attention in recent years,
and is playing a major role in the evaluation and choice of facility
locations. But has the environment attained a status in the eyes of
the utilities equal to that of their more traditional technical and
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economic concerns? One would hope that, at all stages of the siting
process, the range of alternatives considered is sufficiently broad
to offer real choices; that adequate information is available on the
adverse as well as beneficial effects of each option; and that trade
offs are highlighted in search of balanced and equitable courses of
action—all things considered.

Unfortunately, I have come to the conclusion that such normative
principles have not as yet been reflected in standard operating prac
tice within the industry (such as can be determined from a review of
both generic and specific sources). One important finding which sup
ports this assertion concerns the relative role of environmental
factors in the various stages of site selection. This is Illustrated
In Table 1, which I have constructed from data presented 1n the AIF •
report mentioned earlier. Note that, in general, environmental pro
tection appears to play a much less significant role in determining
candidate areas than it does later on 1n the process when individual
sites are being evaluated. It is not uncommon, for example, for
system configuration parameters such as generation-load match and
proximity to transmission corridors to be the sole determinants of
the areas to which the search for potential sites will be confined.
And when such factors are not overriding, the most important consid
erations are generally high-cost engineering parameters such as
condenser cooling, transportation access, and site preparation. The
choice of a cooling system, of course, will reflect a utility's
judgement as to what is necessary to meet effluent standards for
thermal discharges. But aside from this, the only way environmental
factors seem to affect the process at this early stage is in terms of
avoiding obvious conflicts with publicly-owned lands.

The basic point here is that the traditional utility objectives
of reliability and economy of service seem to dominate a substantial
portion of the site selection process. Environmental considerations,
though not ignored entirely, tend to receive systematic treatment only
during the latter stages of the process. In determining potential
sites, for example, only hydrology and general land use compatibility
seem to enter the picutre—and even then only in highly aggregated
terms. One gets the distinct Impression that utilities are confident
that, 1f particularly sensitive areas are avoided from the beginning,
all other problems of an environmental nature can be dealt with ade
quately through appropriate engineering design. Detailed impact
investigations, then, can wait until after a preferred site has been
Identified, since they are needed only to confirm that no major impacts
have been overlooked and to provide guidance on specific design
choices.

The efficacy of this apparent tendency to postpone systematic
attention to environmental considerations is, in my mind, highly
questionable. As more plants are built and the better sites occu
pied, tradeoffs with the environment are becoming increasingly acute
and impacts are getting more difficult and costly to design
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TABIC 1

RDIE OF VARIOUS FACTORS 1H SITE SELECTION

ROLE III DETERMINING:

PARAMETERS
AFFECTING SITIH6

CANDIDATE
AREAS

A. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

1. Territorial Responsibilities
with regard to Franchise
Agreements and Projected
Econonic Growth

2. Generation-Load Hatch
(Geographic)

3. Coordination with Transmission
Plan:

4. Coordination with Generation
Expansion Plan (size, type.
t of units to be placed on
site)

ENGINEERING DESIGN

1. Hater Supply1

2. Access

3. Soils

4. Topography

5. Geology/Selsnicity

6. Flood Conditions

7. Construction Haterials and
Labor Force

8. Facility Layouts and Specific
Design Features

CANDIDATE
SITES

including emergency nakeup water for nuclear facilities

Source: Reference 10

PREFERRED
SITES

TABLE 1 (cont'd)

ROLE IN DETERMINING:

PARAMETERS
AFFECTING SITING

C. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

1. Dedicated Lands and Other
Sensitive Areas

2. Local Area Profile and
Special Features'

3. Esthetics

4. Hydrology

5. Hater Quality

6. Ecological Cosmunlties

7. Heterology/CHnatology

8. Air Quality

9. Noise

10. Population Density/Dis
tribution

D. INSTITUTIONAL/POLITICAL

1. Demography

2. Socio-Economic Status

3. Public Attitudes

4. Land Availability4

CANDIDATE
AREAS

CANDIDATE

SITES
PREFERRED

SITES

including corapatabUity with surrounding activities (e.g. recreation) and
site characteristics (e.g. histortcal/archaelogleal site)

^includes size, composition, education and affluence of the populace

includes both ownership and state/local land use regulations (e.g. zoning)
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around.* And not all impacts are amenable to mitigation in the
'technical fix' sense, the socio-economic and other effects associated
with land use being a good case 1n point. Another reason it seems
unwarranted to limit the analysis of environmental tradeoffs to the
final stages of planning is that by that time the utility may be
reluctant, understandably, to back up and perform more detailed study
of alternatives previously rejected. The options are thereby confined
to making expensive design changes or inadequately mitigating the
adverse effect—a difficult and often controversial judgement to make.

It is, of course, unreasonable to expect utilities to perform
detailed impact analysis over wide areas or large numbers of sites.
Nor is it realistic to believe that there is an obviously superior
siting procedure which, if scrupulously followed, will lead to the
Identification of an 'optimum' location. But saying that the process
will never be without imperfection does not mean that it cannot be
improved in important ways. It seems reasonable to suggest, for exam
ple, that some attempt be made to assess more fully the environmental
implications of alternative candidate areas,whose selection has here
tofore been governed primarily by engineering and system-related par
ameters. But there is no a priori reason for such considerations to
be controlling. The question of proximity to a major water source,
for example, can be highly subjective Insofar as water for closed-cycle
cooling systems can be transported considerable distances inland via
pipeline. This represents a tradeoff in relation to once-through
systems, to be sure, but certainly not an absolute constraint.

In a similar vein, one might also wonder why generation-to-load
match is often treated as an overriding consideration when high
voltage transmission technology allows power to be moved over much
greater distances with smaller losses today than in the past. Another
key choice made at an early stage, often without the benefit of any
assessment of its environmental implications relative to alternatives,
is the number of plants to be placed at a given site. The range of
site choices can also be narrowed by the fact that site selection
usually takes place subsequent to capacity planning, where the choice
of fuel is made. This immediately rules out a whole class of options
despite the fact that sites suitable for certain plant types may be
less susceptible to environmental damage than others.

In general, it seems legitimate to question the appropriateness
of allowing any. parameter to delineate the scope of future study with
out making some kind of attempt to assess the environmental consequen
ces and lost opportunities that could be associated with such a
decision. This applies, by the way, not only to technical and
economic considerations but also to a variety of legal, institutional,
and political factors which have a bearing on site selection. It is
quite striking, for example, how seriously constrained the region of

* There is an interesting parallel here, by the way, with the criti
cism John Kemeny made recently in the wake of the Three Mile Island
incident, to the effect that the nuclear industry has placed undue
reliance on "fail-safe" equipment as a means of preventing major
reactor accidents.
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interest for siting purposes can be as a result of such items as the
size of a service area, pooling and franchise agreements, and laws
prohibiting investment (after a point) in out-of-state facilities.
One cannot help but wonder to what extent tradeoffs with the environ
ment (and even economics) are predetermined by these relatively
'artificial' delineations of a broad region. Still another aspect of
site selection that one senses could have an enormous influence on the
resulting incidence of impacts is community acceptance at both the
local and regional levels. Utilities are very sensitive to public
attitudes by the time candidate sites emerge, and the choices made
from that point on are sometimes based as much on the politics of
land use as they are on more substantive grounds.

A final point worthy of note here concerns the use of analytical
methods in the evaluation of impacts and the relative merits of alter
native courses of action. Such techniques play a key role in the
siting process, but they also harbor considerable potential to
obscure—rather than highlight—tradeoffs from the environmental
standpoint. Screening methods, for example, usually lose information
on differential effects altogether, and rating schemes can do the
same when undue emphasis is placed (as It often is) on the composite
scope. These are more subtle determinants of the priority ultimately
assigned to environmental parameters, but they deserve an equal amount
of scrutiny to guard against the sort of systematic planning distor
tion that can easily result from inappropriate methodological
practices.

Implications for Coastal Zone Management

To some these observations may be taken as a clear indication
that utility planning practices are inherently biased, an allegation
long made by citizen activists and even some regulatory officials.
The Region I Director of the EPA, for example, was quoted earlier this
year as saying that power companies are making site decisions without
concern for environmental factors, lk a statement motivated in all
probability by the agency's negative experiences in the Seabrook case.
This, of course, is a rather extreme view to which industry officials
would object in the most strenuous terms, and for good reason consid
ering the thousands of man-hours and millions of dollars devoted to
compliance with environmental protection requirements. In fairness
to the industry, it must also be said that many companies have
responded in good faith to environmental concerns, and others would
probably go farther than they have were it not for certain legal and
regulatory constraints. Site planners might well be inclined, for
example, to devote more resources to environmental surveys in the
earlier phases of the process were it not for the fact that they are
required to study every last detail of the proposed site to the nth
degree!

Still, the fact remains that environmental factors are not being
considered on an equal footing with other planning dimensions through
out the planning process, and as a result one can hardly be confident
that all issues of public concern (e.g. coastal avoidance) will
receive the attention—and deference—they deserve. Let me hasten
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to point out that the basic problem, in my opinion, is not really one
of bad faith on the part of the utilities, who as corporate entities
can hardly be faulted for emphasizing the interests of their customers
and shareholders. To do otherwise could even border on irresponsi
bility in view of their legislated mandate to 'provide power to all
who demand it at the lowest reasonable cost' (a phrase appearing in
most utility charters). What should really be at issue, then, is not
the altogether reasonable inclination of the electricity industry to
act in accordance with the objectives of economy and reliability of
service. We should be concerned instead with the adequacy of the
system of checks and balances historically relied upon to ensure that
planning determinations made by the utilities are acceptable from the
public interest standpoint as well.

It should be recalled at this point that siting decisions are
not the sole domain of the utilities, at least in principle; they are
shared with government by virtue of the fact that power plants must
secure construction and operating licenses from a variety of federal,
state, and local agencies. But, unfortunately, there is reason to
believe that the imperfections noted in utility planning are essen
tially uncorrectable in the arena of public sector regulation (as
presently constituted). Without going Into detail,15 let me say only
that the basis for this contention is that the governmental role in
electricity decision-making has traditionally been limited to eleventh-
hour review of utility proposals on a case-by-case basis, and has been
diffused across a multitude of special purpose and largely uncoordi
nated permit-granting agencies. What we have, really, is a system
that licenses power plants but does not truly regulate the power
planning process in any coherent way. Fragmented over topic and,
especially, decoupled from the planning process over time, regulators
are 1n no position to consider all relevant tradeoffs and ensure that
desirable siting policies are being pursued. Rather, they can do
little more than focus on narrow issues (e.g. mitigation of impact
X, Y, or Z), leaving resolution of the larger matters of societal con
cern (e.g. inland vs. coastal siting) to the discretion of the util
ities themselves.

Such de facto delegation of policy-making responsibility, clearly,
has some worrisome implications from the standpoint of coastal zone
management. Indeed the fact that utilities have been operating in a
relatively 'loose' regulatory context with regard to site selection
may well represent the weakest link in the institutional chain that
connects coastal zone and electricity facility planning. What this
suggests to me is that, as we proceed to fashion strategies for dealing
with power plant siting within the CZM framework, at least as much
attention should be devoted to the question of how to strengthen the
interface between government and the utilities as is given to that of
how to define interrelationships among the various specialized units
within government. To date there has been a decided preoccupation
with the latter line of inquiry, and should this continue I see
nothing but Increased frustration ahead for those who attempt to
fashion a coherent strategy of power plant siting in the coastal zone.
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In closing, let me point out that attempts are. being made in some
sectors to improve regulatory effectiveness with respect to site sel
ection. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission, for example, has been quite
active of late in changing its site evaluation procedures,16 and major
coastal states such as Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota and Califor
nia are pioneering new strategies of government involvement in the
siting process. In-depth analysis of the results of such experimen
tation would be the logical starting point for a program of research
aimed at Identifying institutional Innovations with promise and the
potential for broad applicability. Such an effort is sorely needed
if we are to ensure the successful implementation of the energy plan
ning requirements in the CZM legislation.
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